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Comments: I have recently reviewed the released Nez Perce-Clearwater Forest Plan Revision Draft

Environmental Impact Statement and Draft Revised Forest Plan. None of the alternatives presented reflect the

management I would like to see implemented for the Hoodoo Roadless Area. Please accept these comments

into the formal record. 

 

The reasons to care about the Hoodoo Roadless Area is because we are put here on earth to safeguard all

wildlife. Wildlife need sanctuary.

 To live...to breath... to grow. A place of peace and comfort. Every animal knows when it has complete

security...the will to live... take the Hoodoo quietude away from the wildlife of the Great Burn, that

compulsion...that drive.. the will to live, will be most  and tragically encumbered upon. 

 

Yes, Let's keep the Great Burn pristine and viable for generations to come. Humans and wildlife!!

 I've not had many opportunities to explore the Great Burn but seeing the abundant wildlife that I did see makes it

imperative to ensure that these wild lands stay protected.  I was...so taken with the serenity of the forest. August

2019

 No snowmobiles!!! What is the purpose for snowmobiles to be in the Great Burn in the first place? There are

(beyond plenty) enough places for snow mobilers to sled in. Opening up it to motorized traffic only benefits those

who can afford it. A very small minority indeed!!! I want the  Hoodoo Great Burn kept wild and protected and I

want to see the Forest Service to carry out their duty of protecting this area. 

 

Once again allowing this action (motorized traffic)in the Great Burn only serves a small minority interest. The

unmitigated harmful consequences may not be reversible. Once an animal is extinct... it's extinct!!!!

No second chances on this one, so why put Mountain Goat, Lynx, Bears, Wolverines, not to mention Flora and

other native plant species that thrive there in peril?? 

 

All creeks need protection!! These creeks, as you know contribute to our larger rivers. If these smaller waterways

are polluted then so will be the larger. 

We need healthy clean water for everyone. 

Animals also have water needs.

 We are here to safeguard and care for this sacred trust... Wildlife's trust in us, the Humans, to regard and

promote.. protect that trust. 

 

To always keep it non motorized. To guarantee the protection of the Great Burn to keep it wild and free forever!!!.

 

Yes, thank you Forest Planning team for listening to and all your efforts on regarding all comments pro and con

on this mighty issue of the Great Burn, (Hoodoo Wildlife Area). 

Thank you for doing the awesomely mighty job of protecting natural habitats and wildlife.


